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Inaugural Show
by Charles Schultz

ETHAN PETTIT | JUNE 1 – AUGUST 30, 2012
Ethan Pettit isn’t trying to do anything too complex. The debut exhibition at his quaint suite in the
Brooklyn Fire Proof building, Inaugural Show, is simply conceived as an introduction. There is no
theme and the press release is as bare bones as I’ve seen—just a list of artists (11 total) and the gallery’s
hours of operation. His agenda is straightforward: these are the artists Pettit plans to represent.
They’re a diverse group, and if it weren’t for the modest
scale of their work, the exhibition would be crammed cheek
by jowl. As it is, the small works beg for close-up
observation; many don’t divulge the details that make them
wonderful until one is within twelve inches of the object. At
this range Eva Schicker’s delicate arabesque ink drawings
reveal tiny figures and bits of poetic text. Her lines never
connect; they bunch together like commuters on a train
always preserving a smidgen of personal space. The same
seems true of Richard Humann’s saltshaker, “Salt of the
Earth” (2011). Here we have a standard glass shaker filled
with minuscule squares of paper, each printed with a single
letter. The whole alphabet might be bunched in there two or
three times, but without any discernible order.
Robert Egert’s soft blue conté crayon drawings come off
microcosmic in this company—his compositions, one per
page, are like Ellsworth Kelly forms with circulatory
systems. Delicately drawn arterial lines branch into
capillaries without breaks or congestion; these are healthy
shapes indeed. What’s more is that there is a soundtrack to
the gallery experience, that of jet engines passing overhead.

Robert Egert, “Ambulation,” 2011. 12 1/2 × 17”. Conté
on printmaking paper. Courtesy Ethan Pettit
Contemporary.

In Henry G. Sanchez’s video piece, cleverly installed near
the ceiling, a number of small monitors display the underbellies of airplanes in flight. Each plane has its
own space, and as one after the next flies across the screen, it seems the iteration could be endless.
Inaugural Show is based on an exhibition Pettit put together last year called 3-Day Stand, which was
organized simply as an occasion for a group of friends to “han[g] out and loo[k] at each other’s work,” as
Pettit wrote in an accompanying text. The spirit of that effort has not been lost. Everyone who stopped
into the gallery on the day I visited was either a friend, one of the exhibiting artists, or both. It felt a little
like being in a clubhouse where the goal was to make you feel welcome.
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RECOMMENDED ARTICLES

MICHAEL SNOW A Group Show
by Chloe Wilcox
APR 2015 | ARTSEEN
In the exhibition A Group Show at Jack Shainman Gallery, Michael Snow shows and tells us, repeatedly, how and with
what his art is made. Now this might make you think about formalism and the dramatics of the Greenbergian
yesteryear, the artist drawing attention to the ontological identity of his medium(s), renouncing pictorial depth, etc.

DAVID SALLE with Hunter Braithwaite
MAY 2015 | ART
I met David Salle in the crowded lobby of the Joule Hotel on Main Street in downtown Dallas. He was in town for the
opening of Debris, a large show of his paintings and ceramics on view through August 23, 2015, at the Dallas
Contemporary.

HEIDI HOWARD
by Kate Liebman
MAR 2015 | ARTSEEN
Recently graduated from Columbia’s illustrious M.F.A. program, Heidi Howard has made a suite of beautiful, delicate
paintings for her first solo show at Nancy Margolis Gallery.

CINEMACHINERY:

Show and Tell with Lary 7
by Fabio Roberti
MAY 2015 | FILM
Lary 7 is a New York City-based multimedia artist who has been making art in a variety of media for the better part of
40 years and counting: photography, film, performance, installations, music, sound recordings, and more.

